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FEBRUARY MEETING
Tuesday, 25th February 8.00 pm: at St Matthews Hall, Bridge Street, Kensington.
Well known and respected orchid expert, Mr Don Gallagher will bring to us the 1996 world Orchid Conference,
held in Rio de Janeiro in September, through slides and a very knowledgeable commentary. Don is past president
of and currently Show Marshall for the Orchid Club of South Australia, and previous Editor of 'Orchids of
Australia.'
Doors to the hall will be open at 7.15 pm for those wishing to borrow books from the library or take in items for
the trading table.
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DIARY DATES
25 Feb First meeting 1997.
25 Mar 1996 AGM. All positions will be declared open. Plus 20th Anniversary Celebration
2 May Annual Dinner at the Buckingham Arms Hotel.
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COMMITTEE MEETING
To be held at 7.30 pm Friday February 28th

COMING FIELD TRIPS
Sunday February 24th Dipodium Special
Meet by the Fox Reserve, Heath road, Crafers at 9.30am. This excursion has been put in due to the planned
January 5th Dipodium special being aborted because of 40°C temperatures.
March There is no field trip for March and we are looking for people to organise field trips for the rest of 1997.

COVER DESIGN for 1997
1997 marks the Twentieth Anniversary of the founding of the Native Orchid Society of South Australia. Thelma
O'Neil's cover drawing features Leptoceras menziesii, the emblem of N.O.S.S.A., together with Caladenia rigida,
the orchid chosen as the emblem of the Third Australasian Native Orchid Conference and Show which was hosted
by N.O.S.S.A. in 1996. 1997 promises to be a most exciting year for N.O.S.S.A.

Wanted: Plants for the Society for Growing Australian Plants (SGAP) autumn display. See Bill Dear or Les
Nesbitt at the next meeting.

Name Bars
Orders will be taken for N.O.S.S.A. name bars at the February General Meeting. Cost only $4.00.

NEW MEMBERS - NOSSA is pleased to welcome Mr Kevin Reidy of Port Lincoln South Australia

TELL US WHAT YOU ARE INTERESTED IN!!
In order to better organise activities speakers etc, for 1997, we need to be aware of our members interests. A form
will be passed around at the February General Meeting for members to fill in to help us discover your interests. If
you are unable to attend the meeting, you may wish to advise us by mail. Your name and telephone number
should be indicated.
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Interests may include terrestrial orchid culture, epiphyte orchid culture, orchid photography, conservation, field
trips, the biology of orchids, and socialising.

PLEASE CONSIDER
Please consider showing your support to the Society by taking on a committee or other position. We need both
direction and rejuvenated energy - no experience or particular skills are required, and none of the positions
commit a lot of time. The Committee meets on the evening of the Friday that follows the Tuesday evening
General Meeting. Committee Meetings are held at the homes of Committee Members and are always followed by
a 'bring a plate' supper and socialising. Meetings are relatively low key. The new Committee will 'take charge' as
of the Annual General Meeting to be held on Tuesday, 25 March. Positions are for a two year term.
Committee Offices that will have to be filled for 1997 include President, Vice President, Secretary and Treasurer.
General Committee positions will also have to be filled.
OR, you may wish to consider one of the following: Conservation Group Leader, Librarian, Trading Table
Convenor, Journal Editor, Field Trip Organiser, Auditor (end of year accounts), show Marshall, ANOS Liaison
Officer.
If you are interested in filling a position, please complete the form that is attached to this Journal and present it to
Ron Robjohns at the February General Meeting, or alternatively, mail the form to N.O.S.S.A. If you would like to
know more about how the committee works and what is involved, why not talk to a current committee member.

***CONGRATULATIONS***
Congratulations to two well known and highly respected N.O.S.S.A. members who were prominent in 1997's
Australia Day honours. Edward Roy Hargreaves, co-founder and life member of N.O.S.S.A., life member of the
Orchid Club of South Australia and a member of the Australia Orchid Foundation, was awarded the Medal of the
Order of Australia for his dedication to the conservation of Australian Native Orchids and for his tireless service
to N.O.S.S.A.. We are all very proud of you Edward Roy Hargreaves AOM! Roy's AOM award is particularly
significant as it is one of the very few that have ever been presented in the field of conservation.
Just about everyone involved with orchids in South Australia knows Roy's ever smiling face and has been inspired
and taught by him. A keen conservationist, and an educator and ambassador, Roy has been an active committee
member of N.O.S.S.A. since our beginnings 20 years ago, serving as the Society's first secretary (a position he
held for six years), and assuming numerous committee responsibilities ever since. He is currently our Vice
President. He has been actively involved in a host of orchid rescues and has been an organiser of all of
N.O.S.S.A.'s Annual Spring Shows, and of numerous other shows and special displays in South Australia in
which N.O.S.S.A. participates. The Roy Hargreaves Prize is awarded annually by Roy for the best native
terrestrial orchid species displayed at N.O.S.S.A.'s spring Shows.
Roy was one of two initiators of the R.S. Rogers Native Terrestrial Orchid House now located at the Black Hill
Flora Research Centre, and continues to manage and maintain the orchid
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collection there. For the past two decades, Roy has been dedicated to educating primary and secondary school
children (and adults too) about our native orchids and the importance of conserving them. Over the years, he has
introduced numerous children to the magic of orchids and orchid culture by presenting them with pots of
Pterostylis curta, earning him the nickname 'Mr Curta' from his many orchid friends.
Margaret Fuller was chosen from a 'very large number of candidates' as the city of Burnside's Citizen of the Year
in recognition of her dedicated work in the rescue and caring of native birds. Margaret received her award at a
ceremony held in Hazelwood Park on Australia Day. Just to have been nominated would have been a great
honour, but to have been selected is a real statement of Margaret's long term commitment to Conservation. We are
all very proud of you also, Margaret. Margaret has made many very significant contributions to N.O.S.S.A. over
the years. particularly in the fields of native orchid conservation and education. She is without a doubt, one of our
truly outstanding members.
Also Congratulations to Jack Warcup on his award from the Australian Orchid Foundation.
Congratulations to Karen Possingham for her work on saving heritage trees in the Adelaide area.

MAVIS GOLDSACK - ROTARY PAUL HARRIS FELLOW

by GEOFF EDWARDS (Rotarian)

The international organisation of Rotary recognises members of the community by appointing such persons as
Paul Harris Fellows. Nominated persons can come from within the Rotary organisation or from known
community leaders. This fellowship is based on the principles espoused by the founder of Rotary, Paul Harris and
are incorporated into the selection of such recipients. It is considered an extreme honour to receive such an award,
Selection criteria covers such factors as development of community services, representation of community
interests, caring of / helping and service to the community and the showing of initiatives in seeking benefits for
that community, The recipient should be held in high esteem in the community.
The Rotary Club of Coromandel Valley recognised Mavis Goldsack as a person who clearly came within the
selection criteria. On the 24th June 1996, at the Belair Country Club, her extensive work in the Coromandel
Valley community was recognised and she was presented with the Paul Harris Fellowship. Her involvement in the
orchid community was part of that recognition.

NEW ORCHID PUBLICATION
Field Guide to the Orchids of New South Wales and Victoria
by Tony Bishop
The first comprehensive full colour guide to the native orchids of south-eastern Australia. Describes all the known
orchid species (more than 550 of them) including 50 species not formally described, We have been told by some
who already have a copy of the book that it is excellent value for money. Cost $28.00 (including postage).
Ron Robjohns will be taking orders at the February General Meeting.
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VALE
HAROLD CARTHEW
Harold passed away in January this year aged 83,
He was born at RendelSham in the South-east in 1913. After a brief primary school education Harold moved to
Adelaide as a teenager and worked at many jobs until the war when he was involved in building planes for the
R.A.A.F.
After the war he ran a Manchester store on Unley Road and worked in the manchester industry until his
retirement.
He was a keen photographer and as a member of various clubs including the Adelaide Photographic club, on
council, he won several medals and was involved in judging,
He and his first wife joined N.O.S.S.A. soon after its inception and worked on the Journal team (printing and
collating). He continued this work with second wife Noeleen until ill health prevented him continuing.
He was a familiar face on early field trips and rescue digs.
He is survived by three sons, several grandchildren and great grandchildren and wife Noeleen.

ORTHOCERAS STRICTUM
ANOTHER ORCHID OBSERVED IN HARDY'S SCRUB
by CATHY & MALCOLM HOUSTON
Further to T.M. Bridle's article "Observations on Orchid Populations in Hardy's Scrub 1992- 6", the authors of
this note made regular visits to Hardy's Scrub throughout 1996. On the 12 November '96 two orchids in bud
(green) were observed in woodland with a low shrubland understorey on a slight westerly slope. Subsequently on
the 17 November, in the same area, a flowering plant of Orthoceras strictum was found. This was a darker form
(maroon labellum and dark greenish dorsal sepal) with two flowers on the scape. On the 24 November the first of
the green form plants had two flowers open. It was noted on this occasion that there were four of the green form
plants in bud and/or flower, making a total of five plants observed in this area in November.
P.S. The authors also recorded one specimen of Diuris pardina flowering in 1996 (although it may have been
outside the area covered by the Bridle's observations).

BOTANISTS OF THE ORCHIDS NO. 30
Major Sir Thomas Mitchell (1792 - 1855)
Born in Scotland with the name Thomas Livingstone, Mitchell was destined to be a great explorer. In the British
Army he fought in the Peninsula wars reaching the rank of Major. He went to New South Wales in 1827. As
surveyor he led many map making and exploration expeditions into the then largely unknown interior of Australia
planning roads and stock routes as far west as Adelaide. He was later knighted for his work. Like most explorers
he had a
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keen interest in plants and animals and his name today is commemorated in such diverse ways as: The Mitchell
Highway, the Major Mitchell Cockatoo and Mitchell grass.
He sent his plant collections to Lindley who described 77 of these as new species. His association with the
botanist Allan Cunningham is mentioned in the last journal. An orchid named after Mitchell is Pterostylis
mitchellii.

CONSERVATION NEWS
From South Australian Water News No.7 Dec 1969
An article titled 'The Secret Garden' deals with S.A. Waters' management of its reserves to return them to presettlement appearance through weed control etc. S.A. water provides free equipment and chemicals to Friends
Groups at Millbrook etc.
From Danthonia 5:2 1996) (Native grassland Rehabilitation Journal)
Points out that South Australia once had one million hectares of grassland habitat of which just 0.3% remains!
How many species of orchid were lost with the loss of this habitat?
Threatened Plant Action Group (T.P.A.G.)
This group has been formed to deal with recovery of threatened plant species in S.A. It now handles several
orchid species ie Caladenia behrii.
OUT SPOKEN CONSERVATIONIST IN PLEA FOR NATIVE PLANTS
Extracted from the Sunday Mail, December 29, 1996
Dr John's rare find: John Wamsley - ferocious foe of feral animals - also takes time out to smell the roses. Or
native orchids, in this case.
Dr Wamsley and his wife, Proo Geddes, recently bought a house on about a hectare of land near Warrawong
Sanctuary, which he has developed over almost 30 years. They found at least 15 species of orchid on the property,
including the scarce hyacinth orchid.
The orchid find takes Dr Wamsley - now chairman of the thriving conservation company Earth Sanctuaries Ltd back two decades when he was a member of GROAP (Get Rid Of All Pines). The group was dedicated to wiping
out Pinus Radiata trees in the Mount Lofty Ranges because they killed eucalypts and the mat of pine needles on
the ground under them killed native grasses, shrubs and other plants. And some of those plants were the delicate
native orchids. Despite GROAP's efforts, there are still plenty of pines in the hills. "You try to explain what they
do, yet people seem to take it as a personal assault on them," he said. Dr Wamsley is known for the development
of native animal sanctuaries such as Warrawong, at Mylor, Yookamurra, in the Murray Mallee, Buckaringa, in the
Flinders Ranges and Scotia Sanctuary, in NSW. And he's achieved notoriety for wearing his dead cat hat to drive
home the point that felines and foxes are the prime destroyers of native fauna. But he's also a keen native flora
conservationist, saying the two go hand in hand.
"The biggest problem our native animals face is feral animals, and the biggest problem our native plants face is
feral plants," he said, "It's slower and more insidious with plants, but the result is just the same." Dr Wamsley said
the native hyacinth orchid was becoming harder to find in the Crafers-Stirling area, where it used to be common.
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N.O.S.S.A. SPECIAL SURVEY 1997
The park chosen for survey in 1997 is Cape Ganthaume Conservation Park (and Seal Bay) Kangaroo Island.
Cape Ganthaume Conservation Park is a very large park on the south coast of the Island, unlike Flinders Chase
National Park it has been poorly botanised. So this is our chance to remedy that. A large part of this park was
burnt by wild fire in December '96 so this is a once off chance to catch those fire stimulated orchids (and other
plants).
A visit has been planned for October but already members and friends have promised other visits and plant lists
etc. Plant surveys done by N.O.S.S.A. previously are still the most comprehensive ever done for each park so far
covered!
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NEW ORCHID RECORDS AND EXTENSIONS OF DISTRIBUTION IN SA IN 1996 by R. BATES
Several new South Australian species were named in 1996; these include the pale spotted Hyacinth orchid
Dipodium pardalinum recorded only from the South-East and Microtis eremaea the Desert Microtis restricted to
half a dozen rock outcrops from the northern Flinders Ranges and the Gawler Ranges. (This species looks very
similar to Microtis parviflora which is restricted to high rainfall areas!)
New but undescribed species collected in SA for the first time included a Microtis from the Flinders Ranges, a
rufa group Pterostylis from near Wilpena and a new Prasophyllum from Eyre Peninsula.
Extensions of distribution include the Prasophyllum aff. goldsackii 'aenigmum' (illustrated in the last journal)
which Thelma Bridle found at Hardys Scrub. This was a new record for the Southern Lofty region! Another new
record for the southern Lofty region was the dryland Thelymitra aff. holmesii found near Para Wirra. This species
also resembles a T. mucida without the bloom on the column.
Pterostylis chlorogramma D. Jones a species once thought to be endemic to Victoria has been collected at Honans
Scrub in our South-East. It looks like a shiny darker green version of P. longifolia. A species previously thought
to be endemic to South Australia ie Caladenia conferta D. Jones on the other hand is now recognised for Victoria!
A species confirmed for South Australia (see Jones 1996) is Genoplesium ciliatum which replaced G. archeri.
Another species recently confirmed for South Australia is Pterostylis planulata D. Jones which occurs at Mount
Monster in our South East, an area similar to its Victorian habitats. Confirmed records include Thelymitra
holmesii from Kangaroo Island and Les McHugh's collection of Caladenia parva from the South East.
An interesting rediscovery was Calochilus campestris at Aldinga Scrub and an undescribed Prasophyllum aff.
odoratum from near Venus Bay again by Thelma Bridle.

PLANT RESCUE SQUAD UNEARTHS BLOOMING UNDERGROUND MARVEL
Reprinted from Sydney Morning Herald,15/2/96
When Ms Nilda Lewis went to save native plants from a building site in the Blue Mountains, her digging
unearthed one of the world's rarest and strangest living things. She was removing another plant when her
gardening fork exposed a narrow white tuber - and a half-remembered reference in a botany book made her think
it was something special. So she and other volunteers from the Blue Mountains wild plant Rescue Service
carefully removed it.
Botanical experts have now confirmed that the find was an eastern underground orchid, Rhizanthella slateri, a
unique Australian plant rarely seen before and known today only from a few individuals living at just two sites,
both in coastal NSW.
This poorly understood orchid is 'one of the world's most specialised plants', notes Mr David Jones, a research
scientist at the Cooperative Research Centre for Plant Biodiversity Research. The centre is now using the find to
start the first attempt to propagate the orchid, which lives almost entirely underground as a lifelong parasite of
fungus. The new specimen had just finished flowering and is going to seed, but with so little known abut its
biology, Mr Jones says breeding it could be a hit-and-miss affair.
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According to Dr Peter Weston, an orchid botanist at Sydney's Royal Botanic Gardens, the only time any part of
the orchid emerges from the soil is in spring, when a small flower head bobs out into the surface leaf litter. Even
then, the cluster of purplish flowers may be a few millimetres below the surface, he says. The orchid must pace its
growth to that of the fungus - which probably lives inside special cells in the tubers - in a mutual co-existence
that, barring disease or mishap, may be indefinite. 'They are in principle immortal', said Dr Weston.
Its better-known relative, the western underground orchid, lives in a three-sided relationship with a fungus that
grows only at the base of a species of melaleuca bush. Its flowers are pollinated by termites attracted to their
pungent smell. Perth botanists managed to propagate it only by recreating it's 'love triangle' in a flask of nutrients
containing the orchid's tiny seeds, the growing fungus and a melaleuca cutting. (A method actually pioneered by
Adelaide's own Jack Warcup - Eds.)

BUSHCARERS BATTLE AN AGGRESSIVE INVADER
Extracted from Bush Chronicle, August 1996
Bridal creeper, Myrsiphyllum asparagoides, was introduced to Australia from South Africa as a garden plant but
is now an aggressive weed, which climbs over and around native plants, smothering them. Andrew Allanson,
coordinator of the Trees For Life 'Bushcare' program, says bridal creeper is a serious threat to bushland because of
its ability to spread into areas of good bush,
The plant's bright red, juicy berries are attractive to birds, which disperse the seeds over a relatively wide area.
The shiny, heart-shaped leaves have parallel veins, and are carried on fine, wiry, green stems. Once established,
the creeper forms large rhizomes which can physically 'edge out' the roots of other, nearby plants. According to an
information sheet issued by Save The Bush, the weed can regenerate repeatedly from the rhizome after slashing,
burning or spraying.
Mr Allanson said bridal creeper was proving difficult to remove from Bushcare sites. These sites, often on
roadsides or in council reserves, contain significant remnant vegetation and are weeded and maintained by
volunteers. Trees For Life equips the Bushcarers and provides training and on-going support.
"We have had to adjust our strategy a fair bit to try and cope with it, before it gets too much of a hold," Mr
Allanson said. "Older sites - those established in 1994 - did not have bridal creeper and now it is appearing there.
This weed spreads very quickly, so we need to reinforce to our Bushcarers the importance of control."
Spraying with glyphosphate was the main method of treatment, but care had to be taken to avoid off-target
damage. This meant meticulous shielding of other plants, especially lilies and rare species. "Careful spraying
seems to work," he said, "In areas of good bush, it's better to shield every plant and spray if you can. It's better to
lose a few than the lot."
Biological Controls A team of researchers, led by CSIRO entomologist Dr Penny Edward, is investigating
biological controls for bridal creeper. Work carried out in South Africa identified several natural predators,
including a leaf beetle and leaf hopper. Another potential control agent is the rust fungus Puccinia myrsiphylli.
Funded by the Animal and Plant Control Commission, the studies have examined the effectiveness of different
control agents. Researchers are also developing laboratory breeding
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techniques for insect predators. Before any agents can be released in Australia, testing will be carried out to
ensure that the insects or diseases affect bridal creeper only and will not damage other species.

SAVE THE BUSH FUNDS SLASHED BY HALF
Extracted from Bush Chronicle, August 1996
Funds for the Save The Bush program in SA and other states have been cut by about 50%. The Bush Chronicle
understands that in 1996-97, the states will be allocated only $1.5m. under this key biodiversity based program compared to $3m. in the last financial year. SA's share of this $1.5m. for community projects such as weed
control, fencing and bush survey work, is likely to only be about $110,000 enabling just 20 projects to be funded
compared with 43 last year and 57 in 1994-95. The $110,000 likely to be allocated is about $705,000 less than
that requested by community groups when calls for applications closed earlier this year. Of the $815,000 sought
for community projects in the 96/97 year, by far the majority was for projects ranked either "high or medium" by
the assessment panel and community contributions associated with the projects would by valued at more than $1
m.
Save the Bush coordinator, Sue Bellette, said, "Of the funding allocated to the STB program nationally, more than
50% goes to community projects and at least 75% of this goes toward on-ground remnant vegetation
management. "This compares very favourably with other NLP components which do not place such great
emphasis on community programs."
The following table showing trends in demand and allocations since the program started.
Total applications
No. funded
1989 1990
N/A
2
1990-1991
37
11
1991-1992
62
22
1992-1993
35
21
1993-1994
59
39
1994-1995
88
57
1995-1996
107
43
1996-1997
66
* May be subject to review after the Federal Budget in August.

Total funding $
10,166
74,439
161,237
160,950
187,464
239,750
229,650
* 110,000

In 1992 the federal House of Representatives' Standing Committee on Environment, Recreation and Arts
recommended as follows: "That the funding for the Save The Bush program be immediately increased to $5m in
recognition of its vital contribution in maintaining biodiversity and ecosystem processes and in the
implementation of the proposed national biodiversity strategy and the Decade of Landcare, and that the funding
be increased to $10m by 1994."
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AUSTRALIAN ORCHID FOUNDATION
SEED DONATION
The Australian Orchid Foundation Seed Bank is urgently seeking donation of fresh orchid seed for distribution.
POLLINATE YOUR SPECIES FLOWERS NOW
General notes:
Type of seed

Outcrossing (two different plants of same species) is preferred as it is more likely to be viable.
However selfing (same flower) or sibling (different flowers off same plant) is acceptable and
better than no seed at all.

Green pod

Approximately 2/3 of maturity time. Pods must be sent packed in damp sphagnum moss in a
plastic bag to prevent dehydration.

Dry seed

Pods to be picked at splitting time. In general, prior to splitting pods change colour from green to
yellow. If necessary place paper bag over pod to catch dispersing seed. Send seed only in paper
envelopes.

Posting

All seed, i.e. green pod or dry seed must be posted in a crush proof container, e.g. Australia Post
box or a slide box. Bubble wrap and padded bags give inadequate protection. Crushing and
killing of seed in the post has been a major cause of seed not being viable in the past. If possible,
advise Seed Bank Co-ordinator Andrew Paget in advance if seeding green pods.

Credit points

The A.O.F. is now issuing credit points for viable seed or protocorms donated, for those who
wish, enabling donors to receive free seed or protocorms in return and hopefully encouraging
more people to participate. Please indicate if you want credit points.

Name of Species

Date of Pollination

Date of Harvest

Type of Seed e.g.
outcross

Send seed to: A.O.F. Seed and Protocorm Bank Andrew Paget Phone/Fax 056 681 650 PO Box 119 Mirboo North
Vic 3871 Australia
All batches of seed will be checked for their ability to germinate when received to ensure that only viable seed is
distributed. Donations of seed will be acknowledged and viability of seed advised.
Further information on the Seed and Protocorm Bank is available from the A.O.F., 107 Roberts Street, Essendon
3040 or from Andrew Paget.
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SUBSCRIPTIONS 1997

$14.00

Please note subscriptions are due & payable with effect from 1st. January 1997.
The Committee has determined that the rate will be $14.00 per membership whether a single or family
membership
I / We wish to renew membership of the Society :
NAME : Mr / Mrs / Miss ..............................................................................................................................
ADDRESS ........................................................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................

Post Code ....................
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If you have already paid or are a life member would you please disregard this advice. Receipts are only issued on
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The APRIL journal will be the last issue unless membership is renewed.

